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France’s Identity discussion France’s debate over the identity of its citizens 

has raised much concern among its citizens. The position taken by France’s 

president that the debate is a healthy discussion that teaches citizens what 

France identity entails has not been welcomed by a section of some 

politicians and other Muslim leaders. Those opposed to the discussion claim 

the discussion is odd, cynical and aimed at promoting the integration of 

traditional Franco-French values or immigrants (Erlanger). On the other 

hand, its proponents claim that the identity policy enforced by the 

government is out to promote the French shared qualities and values which 

includes; fraternity, liberty, equality, secularism and liberty. 

The discussion is healthy in the sense that it makes the whole world aware of

Mr. Sarkozy’s way of handling racism issues. It is evident that he is 

concerned with making the French people be acquainted with their right 

place in their country (Lebovic, Bringing the Empire back Home: France in 

the Global Age 45). They are made to understand that being France entails a

lot, and is a collective responsibility for everyone to understand all that being

a French citizen entails. Lebovic asserts that most French citizens born of 

both French parents do not support the idea of immigration since they 

consider immigration to be the source of competition for national resources 

(Bringing the Empire back Home: France in the Global Age 8). 

Jean Marie Le Pen has been portrayed as a politician who is promoting racist 

politics in the sense that he out rightly opposes Mr. Sarkozy’s immigration 

policies. His statements have polarized the immigration debate; thus making

people try to define who is French and who is not. Lebovic asserts that Le 

Pen opposed immigration from the word go, despite the efforts made by Mr. 

Sarkozy’s side to make him understand the importance of immigration and 
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national identity policies (True France: The wars over Cultural Identity, 1900-

1945, 34). 

In conclusion, the France’s identity debate should be treated as a matter of 

importance and urgency. Those opposed to the immigration policy should 

clearly analyze how the immigration policy affects the life of many French 

citizens who are not French citizens by birth before going against it. 
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